Abstract. We present the results of the experimental study of temperature fields in a closed two-phase thermosyphon. Operational modes of a thermosyphon with different heat supply conditions are studied experimentally using setup consisting of the copper case, systems of heat supply and removal in evaporation and condensation zones, and temperature recording facilities. The height of the heat exchanger is 161 mm, thickness of the side walls and bottom wall are 1.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively, inner diameter is 39 mm. Heat is supplied to the bottom wall by heating element. The heat carrier is distilled water. We obtained thermograms when heat fluxes to the bottom wall of the thermosyphon are 695 -2136 W/m 2 .
Introduction
Heat removal from the heat-generating parts and modules is the most important thing for successful operation of modern energy-saturated equipment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Traditional cooling systems with ventilation and pump installations cannot be always applied because it is often necessary to create additional heat exchange surfaces to remove high heat fluxes. Overheating or failure of auxiliary equipment leads to emergency operation of energysaturated equipment. For this reason, the use of heat-transfer devices independent of electrical power sources is topical. One of such autonomous heat-exchanger is a closed two-phase thermosyphon which can be used to thermostate and thermoregulate different technological processes [7, 8] . Evaporation and condensation in the heat exchangers under consideration are spatially separated, which makes it possible to transform the heat fluxes by changing the ratio of evaporation and condensation surfaces. However, at present thermosyphons are not widely spread in industry due to the fact that the physics of the joint heat transfer processes and phase transformations in the vapor channel, the heat carrier in the evaporation and condensation zones, the condensate film flowing along the side walls in the thermosyphon has not been sufficiently studied. The known results of a theoretical study of these processes, for example, [9, 10] , were obtained using complex mathematical models. Solving problems of the type [9, 10] is laborious and time consuming. To simplify the same problems of type MATEC Web of Conferences [9, 10] , the experimental data on the heat transfer in thermosyphons are not sufficient. Therefore, experimental studies of the temperature fields of thermosyphons are relevant.
The purpose of this work is to study experimentally temperature changes behavior in the characteristic sections of the working zone of the thermosyphon under the condition of a heat removal by external periphery.
Results and discussion
To conduct experimental studies of the operational modes of thermosyphon with different heat supply conditions, the setup [11] has been developed. It consists of the copper case, systems of heat supply and removal in the evaporation and condensation zones, and temperature recording facilities. The height of the heat exchanger is 161 mm, thickness of the side walls and bottom wall are 1.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively, inner diameter is 39 mm. Heat is supplied to the bottom wall by heating element. The heat carrier is distilled water. The choice of such a liquid is due to the fact that the distilled water is fire and explosionproof, as well as easily accessible. It can be concluded from Figure 1 that the process of reaching the stationary regime of the thermosyphon temperature fields is quite long in the whole range of the heat fluxes measurement on the heated boundary of the lower wall. Temperature in all points of measurements grow in time during 3000-5000 seconds, herewith the temperature rise depends on intensity of heating. When q=695 W/m 2 , the temperatures rise by 4.5 K during 4000 seconds, and when q=2136 W/m 2 , the rise is 3 K. The most important thing in such case is that the differences in the readings of the thermocouples located at different points of the vapor channel remain practically unchanged. That is, for example, the temperature difference between the evaporation and condensation zones (between the boundaries of these zones) is from 2 K to 2.3 K in the range 0<t<7000 seconds when q=2136 W/m 2 . It is worth noting that the non-stationarity of the temperature fields of the inner cavity of the thermosyphon registered in the experiment is not significant and can be neglected in the first approximation in the analysis of the thermosyphon operation. At the same time, it is necessary to clarify that the change of temperature of vapor and condensate in the vapor channel by 2-3 K during 2.5 hours of work is due to the gradual heating of the thermosyphon walls and cover. In addition, there is a rise in temperature (although insignificant) of water in the area of the bottom cover, respectively, the temperature of evaporation surface and vapor increase.
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